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Background: For the majority of my life, I lived in subsidized housing in an 8 person
household. We survived on governmental assistance programs. When I was 16 years old, I
became homeless because my family was evicted and banned from public subsidized housing.
Since then my family’s housing situation has remained extremely unstable; we have remained
separated from each other, with my family members living with friends, in shelters, and
sometimes in tents in the woods. I have lived with teachers, friends, family members, and in
shelters. I currently rely on student housing at OSU during the school year, and I live with a
friend during the breaks.

General Idea: Governmental programs should be designed promote the financial and
educational welfare of its citizens. Government programs that attempt to approach this issue are
problematic and difficult to navigate for people with little resources and time. Programs such as
Food Stamps, HUD, and Disability, have strict guidelines about who can use them and how, and
don’t provide stability for people who need them the most. These programs need to be funded
more, expanded to apply to a wider variety of people, and easier to navigate.

Whatever housing is provided for the homeless and low income individuals should be of
good quality, with regular inspections with high standards. I have lived in subsidized housing
designed for low income families, in shelters, and in housing paid for by stipends for homeless
individuals. The main problems that I have seen in these housing forms are as follows:

1.) Minors: I was a minor when I became homeless, meaning the programs that are designed
to help people like me couldn’t do anything until I was 18. I wasn’t able to access these
programs with my parents, and I was not allowed to do so on my own, so I was left to my
own devices. Government Programs that help those in poverty and homelessness,
especially the youth, are severely limited and strict. More programs for homeless minors
should be created. Not every minor who is homeless is going to have the resources or
time to complete an emancipation process. It was extremely frustrating and disheartening
to know that programs existed to assist homeless youth like myself, but be prevented
from accessing those resources because I was an minor by law, but forced to live like an
adult. When designing programs for homeless youth, if possible, make them available to
minors.

2.) When stipends are provided to the homeless, they are often insufficient to rent good
quality housing and to afford utilities in the current market. People are often forced to
rent places that are too small for their needs, or are dilapidated, or are infested with pests,
or all of the above. I have lived in houses without running water and instead with bed



bugs, lice, roaches, and rats that have been subsidized by the government or have been
approved by HUD. Simply providing a homeless person with a roof over their head is not
a solution, if they have to endure unsanitary and unhealthy conditions under that roof.

3.) The criteria to apply for housing designed for homeless and low income individuals is too
strict, and it is too easy to lose privileges to these resources. In many cases, your access to
these forms of housing can be denied or severely restricted if you have a criminal record,
or a recent previous eviction. Growing up in Appalachia, many of the low income people
in my community have had drug addictions or have dealt drugs on the side in order to
feed their families, and pay rent, or to survive being homeless. Many have been evicted
from their provided housing because of this, and thus have lost access to future housing
programs either permanently or for a specified period of time.

If you create or expand programs designed to provide housing for the homeless, don’t
expect homeless people to act like saints. When people are put into such a desperate situation
such as homelessness, they often make mistakes that seem in their best interests at the time. If
they break the law to survive, they should still be punished accordingly, but they shouldn’t lose
access to homeless housing programs entirely or even temporarily. Preventing someone from
utilizing programs because of a past record or a past eviction for any period of time doesn’t help
them escape their situation or to avoid those same mistakes. Not being homeless helps them do
that. When creating these programs for the homeless with rules and restrictions, try not to make
the punishments too harsh for breaking those rules.

For years, my family was teetering the line just above homelessness, and it was one small
crises that sent us into homelessness. Programs geared towards the homeless, should be proactive
as well as reactive, in order to help people not be homeless in the first place. Attempt to provide
more governmental safety nets for those you know are close to homelessness.

4.) These programs are not easy to navigate for people with little resources and money. Take
into consideration the people these programs are designed for. This may sound easy, but
in my experience, many programs fall short. Remember that the homeless often do not
have access to reliable transportation or technology, and that not all of them have the
same education levels or the same abledness. Many members of my family are mentally
disabled and homeless, and so struggled greatly when attempting to access the programs
that were designed for them. Application processes and their required steps should be
designed in a way such that they can be clearly understood by as many types of people as
possible. When designing programs to provide housing or support for the homeless,
consider providing transportation, assistance for the disabled during the application
process, and assistance with access to technology when necessary.



5.) Programs designed for the homeless are often disconnected. When designing programs
for the homeless, consider making them more connected. When the homeless have to
navigate many different rules and requirements of many programs, they can be deterred
by the challenge to the point that they do not take advantage of all that is available to
them. It is also difficult to move locations when dependent on government resources,
leading to a feeling of being trapped in one area, unable to take advantage of
opportunities elsewhere.

6.) There are simply not enough shelters in each area, and often homeless people are deterred
from living in shelters due to the conditions they face there. Many of my family members
stayed in shelters where they had to leave during the entire day to search for jobs, which
was a challenge for my family members with children and those with disabilities. These
places are often cramped and rampant with theft. In my experience, stipends for
permanent housing for the homeless are more effective and beneficial than homeless
shelters alone.

There are many more issues that intersect with the challenge of homelessness, including
food insecurity, education, support from the community, being disabled, but those I have listed
are the main ones I have experienced related to housing. Don’t assume that there is one type of
homeless person or homeless youth; different people are going to face different adversities when
they are homeless. Homeless people and youth are going have different family situations, races,
sexualities, and levels of abledness, and they should all feel as if their adversities are understood
and that they are being supported by the efforts to help with homelessness.

Thank you.


